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Analysis on the Spatial Impedance of the Wireless Power Transfer
System in the Near Field

Jianwei Kang*, Jie Lu, Deyu Zeng, and Xiangyang Shi

Abstract—In this paper, the spatial impedance of the wireless power transfer (WPT) system is
analyzed, and a resistance tunnel is found. First, the definitions of the spatial impedance in the near field
are discussed, and one definition is chosen. By using this definition, the concept of the resistance and
the reactance are extended from a scaler form into a vector form. Under this definition and this concept,
the spatial impedance is analyzed, and a resistance tunnel is found. The tunnel possesses an obvious
direction which is from the receive coil to the transmit coil, and possesses a concave phenomenon on the
resistance’s magnitude curves. The reason for the forming of the tunnel is also analyzed by discussing
the x- and z-components of the resistance. Second, the influences on the resistance tunnel by four factors
are discussed. Only the current phase difference determines the existence of the resistance tunnel. The
other factors only influence the magnitude and distribution of the resistance. The correctness of the
theoretical calculation is verified by implementing an electromagnetic simulation via FEM. Since the
WPT system is one of the typical coupling systems in the near field, one can infer that the resistance
tunnel not only exists in the WPT system, but also exists in other coupling coil systems in the near
field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless power transfer (WPT) is a power transmitting technology [1–3]. One of the popular research
fields in WPT area is the electromagnetic field analysis. One area is the theoretical analysis of the
electromagnetic field in WPT, which includes the modeling and the calculation of the electromagnetic
field in WPT [4–6], and the analysis on the characteristic of electromagnetic field [7, 8]. Another area is
aiming at the practical application based on the electromagnetic field. Those researches include foreign
object detection [9], electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and human exposure assessment [10, 11], the
design of coils and shields [12, 13], etc.

Many achievements have been obtained from those researches, but the analysis on the spatial
impedance distribution of the WPT system in the near field is less researched. The research in [14]
studied the modeling of multi-layers and obtained a lumped impedance model. The research in [15]
modeled the spatial impedance by S-parameter. The concept of the lumped impedance and S-parameter
of the WPT system in the literature is not the concept of the spatial distributed impedance. The
impedance distribution is spatially distributed, which means that every point in the space of energy
transferred region in the WPT system possesses one impedance value.

On the other hand, the related researches on impedance are also a traditional research spot [16–19],
not only in WPT areas. Spatial impedance is also a concentration by researchers in both theoretical
analysis and practical application. The researches from a theoretical view include the modeling of surface
impedance [20, 21], the analysis on the electromagnetic field distribution by surface impedance [22], the
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analysis on impedance boundary [23], the modeling of a transmission line via distributed impedance [24],
etc. Moreover, most researches have mentioned and used spatial impedance for a practical application.
A development of an optics cloak shell via electromagnetic impedance is presented in [25], and it shows
an idea to analyze different directions of impedance on one point, which means that the impedance in
space is a vector but not a scaler. The researches in [26] gave a definition of the spatial impedance.
The study in [27] illustrated that the wave impedance can imply the mechanism and the region of the
energy transferring.

Although those researches are worth to be used for reference in the further research, the analyzed
spatial impedance of those researches is in the far field, and the results cannot be directly used in this
paper in which the near field situation will be considered. In the far field of free space, the spatial
impedance is a constant 377Ω. If one obtains the electric field, one can deduce the magnetic field by
the spatial impedance. However, in the near field, the spatial impedance is more complex and has been
less researched. One of the researches calculates the near field spatial impedance and uses the value of
the spatial impedance to classify the near field and far field in [28], which shows that the analysis on
the spatial impedance has a physical value. The research [29] shows that the magnitude of the spatial
impedance in the near field is smaller than that in the far field. In [30], there is a definition of spatial
impedance. However, it is worth noting that although there are many analyses on the spatial impedance
in the near field, the definition of the spatial impedance in the near field is not unified.

Based on those researches, more problems of the spatial impedance in the near field can be analyzed.
Those problems include what the spatial impedance distribution is, what characteristic of the spatial
impedance possesses, and what relation is between the spatial impedance and the transferred power in
a WPT system, because the WPT system is a typical coil coupling system in the near field.

This paper analyzes the spatial impedance of a WPT system in the near field and finds that a
resistance tunnel exists. The resistance tunnel possesses a direction which is from the receiving coil
to the transmitting coil. The main value of the resistance tunnel region is about 0.5Ω under the
typical working condition. This discovery illustrates the mechanism of the energy transferred from a
spatial impedance view. Then, the probable influence factors of the resistance tunnel are also discussed.
The results show that only the current phase difference between the transmitting and receiving coils
determines the existence of the resistance tunnel. Finally, the theoretical analysis is proved by using an
electromagnetic simulation by FEM. The discovery of the resistance tunnel in the WPT system gives a
deep understanding of how energy transfers from coils to coils from the spatial impedance view. On the
other hand, the research on the impedance characteristic of a WPT system can gives valuable reference
in other analyses on the coils coupling system in the near field.

The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we deduce the spatial impedance by
using the direct calculation method of Biot-Savart law. In Section 3, a WPT experimental system on
the typical working condition is constructed and analyzed, and the spatial impedance distributions are
presented. The spatial impedance is in the form of vector and in the form of the complex, hence an arrow
map and a magnitude distribution of the resistance and reactance are depicted. In Section 4, four factors
are discussed, which are the operating frequency in the WPT system, current magnitude ratio, current
phase difference, and different coil types. The influences of those four factors on spatial impedance are
discussed. In Section 5, the theoretic analysis is proofed by using the ANSYS Electromagnetic Suits.
The last Section 6 draws a conclusion.

2. FORMULA DEDUCING

2.1. The Magnetic Field Intensity and Its Components

Figure 1 shows a simplified WPT system of two coils. Considering axial symmetry, only the xoz plane is
taken into account. Based on this system, the spatial impedance at the arbitrary point will be deduced.
Coil 1 and coil 2 represent the transmitting coil and receiving coil, respectively. Both coil 1 and coil 2
possess a radius R equal to 0.1m. The currents carried by coil 1 and coil 2 are

i1(t) = Im cos(ωt) (1)

i2(t) = kIm cos(ωt+∆ϕ) (2)
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Figure 1. WPT system of two coils.

where ω is the angular frequency, Im the magnitude of the current, k the currents magnitude ratio,
and ∆ϕ the current phase difference. Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to coil 1 and coil 2, respectively. For
simplification, the currents and other variables containing t parameter in the following sections are
transformed in the format of phasors. Hence, currents 1 and 2 can be expressed as

İ1 = Im (3)

İ2 = kIm∠∆ϕ (4)

Those two currents will generate electromagnetic fields in the transmitting area of the WPT system.
The magnetic field intensity generated by coil 1 is Ḣ1(x, z). According to the Biot-Savart law, the
magnetic field generated by coil 1 can be expressed as

Ḣ1(x, z) =

∮
l1

Imdl1 × (r12 − r11)

4π |r12 − r11|3
(5)

where r12 is the field point vector, and r11 is the source point vector. dl1 is the integral unit.
Ḣ1(x, z) is combined by the x-component Ḣ1x(x, z) and z-component Ḣ1z(x, z). The relationship

of the three quantities is

H1(x, z)=H1x(x, z)ex+H1z(x, z)ez = İ1T1x(x, z)ex + İ1T1z(x, z)ez (6)

where ex and ez are the unit x and z direction vectors. T1x(x, z) and T1z(x, z) are the geometrical
functions, which are defined as:

T1x(x, z) =
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

cosΦ1 ·R(z − z1)dΦ1

[x2 +R2 − 2xR cosΦ1 + (z − z1)2]
3/2

(7)

T1z(x, z) =
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

(R2 − cosΦ1Rx)dΦ1

[x2 +R2 − 2xR cosΦ1 + (z − z1)2]
3/2

(8)

Equations (7) and (8) rather than (5) are used to calculate the magnetic field. The method is
introduced in [31] and is called as direct calculation method.

Similarly, the magnetic field generated by coil 2 can be expressed as:

H2(x, z)=H2x(x, z)ex+H2z(x, z)ez = İ2T2x(x, z)ex + İ2T2z(x, z)ez (9)

where T2x(x, z) and T2z(x, z) are the geometrical functions of coil 2 and can be expressed as:

T2x(x, z) =
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

2

[x2 +R2 − 2xR cosΦ2 + (z − z2)2]
3/2

(10)

T2z(x, z) =
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

(R2 − cosΦ2Rx)dΦ2

[x2 +R2 − 2xR cosΦ2 + (z − z2)2]
3/2

(11)
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The total composed magnetic field is as follows

Ḣ(x, z) = Ḣ1(x, z) + Ḣ2(x, z) = Ḣx(x, z)ex + Ḣz(x, z)ez (12)

where

Ḣx(x, z) = Ḣ1x(x, z)+Ḣ2x(x, z) = İ1T1x(x, z) + İ2T2x(x, z) (13)

Ḣz(x, z) = Ḣ1z(x, z)+Ḣ2z(x, z) = İ1T1z(x, z) + İ2T2z(x, z) (14)

Equations (12), (13), and (14) mean that the total superposed magnetic field is composed of two

magnetic fields generated by two coils. The total composed magnetic field Ḣ(x, z) can also be divided
into the x and z components, because the total magnetic field is a vector of the space and also is a
phasor of the time. Each Ḣx(x, z) or Ḣz(x, z) component is also composed of two parts which are
generated by two coils, respectively.

2.2. The Inductance Electric Field Intensity

In the WPT transfer space, the electric field is another important field. The whole electric field
contains conservative field and solenoid field [32]. The conservative electric field is generated by a
charge density, and the conservative electric field is usually neglected due to its relatively low value and
weak influence [33]. The solenoidal electric field is due to the time-varying current, so it can be called
the induced electric field. Therefore, only the solenoidal electric field will be taken into consideration
in this paper, and the electric field generated by coil 1 can be expressed as:

Ė1(x, z) = −jωȦ1(x, z) (15)

where Ȧ(x, z) is the magnetic vector potential, and it can also be calculated by using a geometrical
function. Hence the electric field is

Ė1(x, z) = −jµ0ωİ1TE1(x, z)ey (16)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. Notice that the electric field on the xoz plane only
possesses the y-direction. TE1(x, z) is the geometrical function of electric field generated by coil 1, and
it can be expressed as:

TE1(x, z) =
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

cosΦ1RdΦ1

(x2 +R2 − 2xR cosΦ1 + (z − z1)2)
1/2

(17)

Similarly, the electric field generated by coil 2 can be calculated as follows:

Ė2(x, z) = −jµ0ωİ2TE2(x, z)ey (18)

TE2(x, z) =
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

cosΦ2RdΦ2

(x2 +R2 − 2xR cosΦ2 + (z − z2)2)
1/2

(19)

Therefore, similar to the total magnetic field and its components, the total electric field can be expressed
as:

Ė(x, z) = Ė1(x, z) + Ė2(x, z) = −jωµ0

[
İ1TE1(x, z) + İ2TE2(x, z)

]
ey (20)

2.3. The Spatial Impedance

Up to now, the electric and magnetic fields have been analyzed. Then the spatial impedance can be
calculated as follows:

Z(x, z) = Zx(x, z)ex + Zz(x, z)ez (21)

It is worth noting that there is no unified definition of spatial impedance in the near field. Hence
there is a problem of how to define a spatial impedance, that is how to calculate Zx(x, z) and Zz(x, z).
We know that the impedance is the ratio of electric field and magnetic field. But there are at least two
components of magnetic field and one component of electric field on the xoz plane. The ratios can be
in many forms, so the problem that to choose what ratio form is should be considered.
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According to the results shown in the following sections, we define the spatial impedance in the
near field as follows:

Zx(x, z) =
Ėy(x, z)

Ḣz(x, z)
(22)

Zz(x, z) =
Ėy(x, z)

Ḣx(x, z)
(23)

By using this definition, the spatial impedance has an obvious physical meaning in both directions
and magnitude distributions, and a resistance tunnel will appear.

Then one brings Equations (14) and (20) into Equation (22), and we can obtain

Zx(x, z) =
jωµ0

[
İ1TE1(x, z) + İ2TE2(x, z)

]
İ1T1z(x, z) + İ2T2z(x, z)

(24)

One brings Equations (13) and (20) into Equation (23), and we obtain

Zz(x, z) = −
jωµ0

[
İ1TE1(x, z) + İ2TE2(x, z)

]
İ1T1x(x, z) + İ2T2x(x, z)

(25)

Equations (24) and (25) give a comprehensive view on the spatial impedance; however, it is hard
to directly use Equations (24) and (25) to analyze the distribution and direction characteristic because
Zx(x, z) and Zz(x, z) are in a format of the complex. Therefore, like the lumped parameter, the spatial
impedance can also be decomposed into resistance and reactance components.

Zx(x, z) = Rx(x, z) + jXx(x, z) (26)

Zz(x, z) = Rz(x, z) + jXz(x, z) (27)

Then two vectors can be composed as follows:

R(x, z) = Rx(x, z)ex +Rx(x, z)ez (28)

X(x, z) = Xx(x, z)ex +Xx(x, z)ez (29)

The above two equations mean that the spatial resistance and spatial reactance are space vectors. At
an arbitrary point in the WPT space, the resistance and reactance not only possess magnitudes, but
also possess directions.

Based on Equations (24) to (29), the distribution and direction characteristics of the spatial
impedance vector and the reason and factor influence of the spatial impedance vector will be analyzed
in the following sections.

3. R AND X DISTRIBUTIONS AND DIRECTIONS

3.1. R and X Distributions and Directions in a Single Turn Coil Situation

The resistance distribution and reactance distribution are calculated by the following equations and are
shown in Figures 2(a) and (b).

R(x, z) =
√

R2
x(x, z) +R2

z(x, z) (30)

X(x, z) =
√

X2
x(x, z) +X2

z (x, z) (31)

To make a comparison between the single turn coil and the WPT system, a single turn coil situation
is firstly analyzed. The single turn coil is located on the xoy plane (z = 0m), and the radius is 0.1m.
The cross-sections of the single turn coil are depicted in Figure 2(a).

In Figure 2(a), the red points stand for the cross-sections of the single turn coil on the xoz plane.
The whole resistance equals zero, and there is no vector appearing. In Figure 2(b), the magnitude is less
than the magnitude of spatial impedance in the far field and in free space. This result is in accordance
with that illustration in [30]. Figure 2(b) also shows the arrows which stand for the directions on
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Resistance distribution and (b) the reactance distribution.

different points on the xoz plane. The arrows have a vortex state around the cross-sections of the single
turn coil. Those phenomena imply that in the near field, one coil system without any coupling state
does not transmit energy to the near space. Hence there is no resistance distribution but only reactance
distribution. This near space can also be regarded as the inductance region.

3.2. Typical Working Condition of a Real WPT System

A two coil WPT system is structured, shown in Figure 3(a). The WPT system comprises the source
part, coil system, and load. The source includes a function signal generator, a DC source, and an
amplifier. The coil system is constituted by two 0.2m radius and 8 turn coils. The coil’s parameters
are measured by using the LCR Meter, and the parameters of the coil is shown in Table 1. A 10Ω
noninductive power resistance under To220 package is used as the load.

A typical working condition is tuned. We define the typical working condition of a WPT system as
that the current magnitude ratio k equals 1, and the current phase difference ∆ϕ equals −90 degrees.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) The experimental WPT system. (b) The voltage and current waves of coil 1 and coil 2.

Table 1. Parameters of the coils.

Parameters Radius Turns Inductance Serial parasitic resistance

Values 0.2m 8 24.06µH 0.77Ω
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The voltage and current waves of coil 1 and coil 2 are measured and shown in Figure 3(b) under this
working condition. The voltage and current phase differences (Power factor angle) are also measured.
The currents are measured by using two RIGOL current probes PCA1030. U1 and U2 which stand for
the voltages of coil 1 and coil 2, respectively. I1 and I2 are the currents in coil 1 and coil 2, respectively.

The current phase difference ∆ϕ is equal to −91◦, and I1 and I2 are equal. This result proves the
existence of the defined typical working condition.

3.3. R and X Distributions and Directions in a WPT System on the Typical Working
Condition

The typical working condition of a WPT system is that the current magnitude ratio k equals 1, and
the current phase difference ∆ϕ equals −90 degrees. This working condition can be tuned as shown
in Table 2. For simplification and theoretical use, the currents of both coils are set to 1A, and the
frequency is set to 1MHz.

Table 2. System state.

Parameters f U1 I1 φ1 U2 I2 φ2 ∆ϕ
Transmit

power

Received

power

Power

loss
Efficiency

Values 1.414MHz 38.4V 0.14A 83◦ 30.26V 0.14A −83◦ −91◦ 0.33W 0.25W 0.08W 76%

Under the typical working condition, the power is transferred from coil 1 (the lower position coil)
to coil 2 (the upper position coil), shown in Figure 1. The following figures will only consider the
distributions or directions on the xoz plane, and four cross-sections of the coils remain, shown in
Figure 1(b). The distribution and direction of the resistance R(x, z) and the distribution and direction
of the reactance X(x, z) can be calculated by Equations (28) and (29). The results are depicted in
Figure 4.

x (m) x (m)

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Spatial resistance distribution and direction and (b) the spatial reactance distribution
and direction of a two coils WPT system on the typical working condition.

Figure 4 shows the distribution and direction of the resistance and the reactance of a two-coil
WPT system. The distribution and direction are much more complex than that in the single turn coil
situation. Compared with the resistance distribution shown in Figure 2(a), the magnitude in Figure 4(a)
is not equal to zero, which indicates that there is power transferring in this two-coil WPT system.
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More importantly, in the region z = −0.1m to z = 0.1m and x = 0m to x = 0.2m, a resistance
tunnel appears. Firstly, the magnitude of this tunnel region is lower than that in other areas which are
around the tunnel region. The main value of this region is 0.5Ω under the typical working condition.
Secondly, the directions of the points in the tunnel region have a unified direction which is from coil 2
to coil 1. This direction is opposite to the direction of power transferring which transfers power from
coil 1 to coil 2. This result means that the resistance direction possesses a clear physical meaning, which
indicates the opposite direction of the power flow. The external form of the tunnel is like a cylinder
under the typical working condition of a WPT system.

Figure 4(b) shows the reactance distribution and direction. The arrows also possess a vortex state
around the four cross-sections of the coils, which is similar to the state shown in Figure 2(b).

3.4. Reasons for Directions of the Resistance Tunnel

To discover why the resistance component possesses a tunnel phenomenon, the distributions of Rx(x, z)
and Rz(x, z) can be used to analyze R(x, z) because R(x, z) is composed by Rx(x, z) and Rz(x, z),
expressed in Equation (28).

Figure 5 shows the distributions of Rx(x, z) and |Rx(x, z)|. The distribution of Rx(x, z) is used to
analyze the positive and negative values of Rx(x, z), and the distribution of |Rx(x, z)| is used to analyze
the absolute value of Rx(x, z).

R
x

R
x

x (m) x (m)

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) Rx(x, z) distributions with range of −10 to 10Ω. (b) |Rx(x, z)| distribution with range
of 0.0001 to 0.5Ω.

According to Figure 4(a), the middle region from z = −0.1m to z = 0.1m and x = −0.05m to
x = 0.25m is the resistance tunnel region. Figure 5(a) shows that Rx(x, z) has positive and negative
values in the tunnel region. We choose values −10Ω, −3Ω, 0Ω, 3Ω, 10Ω to obtain a better view
on the tunnel region. Those distinct values do not cover all the rapid values on the value rapidly
existing regions shown in Figure 4(a). Therefore, some boundaries appear, which seem discontinuous.
Figure 5(b) shows that in the tunnel region, the absolute value of Rx(x, z) is less than that in other
regions. The maximum of tunnel region is less than 0.1Ω.

In Figure 6(a), the values of Rz(x, z) in the tunnel region are negative. Only in the bottom or top
regions, the values of Rz(x, z) are positive. Figure 6(b) shows that in the tunnel region the absolute
value of |Rz(x, z)| is from 0.1 to 0.6Ω, which is higher than the absolute value of |Rx(x, z)|. This
indicates that in the tunnel region, Rz(x, z) is dominant. Because Rz(x, z) is negative in the tunnel
region, and it is dominant compared to Rx(x, z), the composed vector R(x, z) possesses a downward
direction in Figure 4(a). This result shows the reason for the direction of the resistance tunnel.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Rz(x, z) distributions with range of −10 to 10Ω. (b) |Rz(x, z)| distribution with range
of 0.01 to 1Ω.

3.5. Reasons for Magnitude of the Resistance Tunnel

To depict the tunnel more directly, curves on different horizontal lines have been plotted and shown
in Figure 7. The vertical axis is R, and the horizontal axis is x points. The red line is the line on
z = 0.25m of the xoz plane shown in Figure 1(b); the blue triangle-line is the line on z = 0.15m; and
the yellow circle-line is the line on z = 0.1m.

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2
0

x (m)

Figure 7. Resistance on different horizontal z-lines of the solenoid coil system on the typical working
condition.

From Figure 7, concaves appear on all the three curves. Those concaves have two peak values in
the region x = −0.2m to x = −0.1m and the region x = 0.1m to x = 0.2m. Those peaks form the
boundaries of the resistance tunnel, and those concaves form a power ditch to transfer the energy. This
is why there is a resistance tunnel from the magnitude view.

Up to now, we have found a resistance tunnel under the typical working condition of a two-coil WPT
system and analyzed the reasons for forming the resistance tunnel from the direction and magnitude
views.
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4. FACTORS INFLUENCE ON THE RESISTANCE TUNNEL

From Equations (24) and (25), it can be found that many factors in the WPT system will influence
the spatial impedance. Those factors include the operating frequency of the WPT system, the currents
carried in coils, and coils’ type. Therefore, in this section factors will be taken into account to analyze
their influence on the resistance tunnel. It is found that only the current phase difference determines
whether the resistance tunnel exists.

4.1. Influence of the Frequency

In the lumped parameter system, the frequency does not influence the resistance but only influences the
reactance. However, for the spatial impedance, according to Equations (24) and (25), the frequency will
influence both the resistance and reactance. There is a linear relation between the frequency and spatial
impedance, according to Equations (24) and (25). Therefore, the distributions of the magnitude of the
resistance and reactance under different operating frequencies in a WPT system are proportional to the
distributions shown in Figures 4(a) and (b), whereas the directions of the resistance and reactance keep
the same in Figures 4(a) and (b). The results show that the frequency only influences the magnitude
of the spatial impedance, but does not influence the directions of the spatial impedance.

4.2. Influence of the Currents Phase Difference

The influence of the current phase difference will be analyzed in this part. The current phase difference
∆ϕ varying from 0 degrees to −180 degrees is considered, and the other factors are kept the same as
the typical condition in Section 3. The negative current phase difference indicates that the transferred
power is from coil 1 to coil 2. The results of the spatial resistance on ∆ϕ=0◦, ∆ϕ=−45◦, and ∆ϕ=−135◦

are depicted in Figures 8(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The result of ∆ϕ = −180◦ is the same as that
of ∆ϕ = 0◦, and the result of ∆ϕ = −90◦ is analyzed in Figure 4.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. The resistance distributions and directions on (a) ∆ϕ = 0◦, (b) ∆ϕ = −45◦, (c) ∆ϕ = −135◦.

Figure 8(a) shows the spatial resistance of the condition of ∆ϕ = 0◦. There are no vector arrows,
and the magnitude at arbitrary point is equal to zero. The result is the same as that in the single
turn coil’s situation shown in Figure 2(a). This is because under the condition of ∆ϕ = 0◦ or −180◦,
there is no current phase difference, hence the two coils coupling system is decoupled. The resistance
distribution of the two coils WPT system is simply superposed by two individual single coils. This
result also indicates that there is no power flow on the conditions of ∆ϕ = 0◦ or ∆ϕ = −180◦.

On the other hand, if ∆ϕ ̸= 0◦ or −180◦, the vector arrows of the resistance vector exist, and the
magnetic filed of the resistance vector does not equal to zero. This shows that a condition of the WPT
transferring the energy is of ∆ϕ ̸= 0◦ or −180◦. On the condition ∆ϕ ̸= 0◦ or −180◦, the resistance
vectors form a tunnel which is like the tunnel in the typical condition, and the vector arrows are from
coil 2 to coil 1 in the middle region between coil 1 and coil 2.
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4.3. Influence of the Current Magnitude Ratio

This part will discuss the influence of the current magnitude ratio k, which varies from k = 100 to
k = 0.01. Figure 9 shows the resistance magnitude distributions and vector directions on four different
k values. The condition k = 100 means that the magnitude of the current in coil 2 is 100 times of that
in coil 1.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. The resistance distributions and directions on (a) k = 100, (b) k = 10, (c) k = 0.1, (d)
k = 0.01.

From Figure 9, it can be inferred that the current magnitude ratio or the relative magnitude of the
two currents will influence the magnitude of the resistance distributions. The current magnitude ratio
will also influence the vector arrows of the resistance. However, this influence only changes the arrows’
directions on the region x = −0.2m to x = −0.1m and the region x = 0.1m to x = 0.2m, which is not
in the resistance tunnel. There still exists a resistance tunnel in the middle region between two coils
from x = −0.1m to x = 0.1m.

With the consideration that the conditions k = 100 to k = 0.01 almost cover all situations which
may appear in the real working condition of the WPT system, one can make a conclusion that no matter
what current magnitude in a WPT system, a resistance tunnel must appear.

To illustrate the resistance tunnel more directly from the magnitude view, several curves which are
on different horizontal z lines under the condition of k = 100 is shown in Figure 10. The red line is the
line on z = 0.15m; the blue triangle-line is the line on z = 0.1m; and the yellow circle-line is the line
on z = 0.05m. All the three curves appear concave from x = −0.1 to x = 0.1, which is the main part of
the resistance tunnel. Compared to the curves shown in Figure 7, the positions and magnitude of the
peaks of the curves are changed in Figure 10, but the concave phenomenon still exists.
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Figure 10. The resistance magnitude Rmag on different z lines on the condition k = 100.

4.4. Influence of the Coil Type

The last factor that will influence the spatial impedance is the coil type. In the former analyses, we
only considered the solenoid coils with 8 turns. In this part, we will use 8 turns spiral coils which are
also commonly used in the design of a WPT system. The spatial impedance includes the resistance
and reactance distributions, and directions are shown in Figure 11. Compared to the resistance and
reactance shown in Figure 4, the resistance and reactance of the spiral coil system are similar to that in
the solenoid coil system. There are only small differences between the two situations, but the resistance
tunnel, shown in Figure 11(a), still exists.

x (m)

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) The spatial resistance distribution and direction and (b) the spatial reactance
distribution and direction of a two spiral coils WPT system on the typical working condition.

To give a more direct view of the resistance tunnel, three curves on different horizontal z-lines of
the resistance distribution shown in Figure 11(a) are also presented in Figure 12. In Figure 12, the red
line is the line on z = 0.25m; the blue triangle-line is the line on z = 0.15m; and the yellow circle-line is
the line on z = 0.1m. All the three curves possess concave phenomenon, which indicates that the curves
will form a tunnel in 3-D situation. This also implies that no matter what coil type is, a resistance
tunnel exists in the WPT space.
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Figure 12. The resistance on different horizontal z-lines of the spiral coil system on the typical working
condition.

5. VERIFICATION

To verify the existence and analysis of the spatial resistance tunnel, an electromagnetic simulation
is presented in this Section. The simulation is conducted via ANSYS Electromagnetic Suit, and the
governing equations are as follows: ∇× Ḣ(x, y, z) = J̇s(x, y, z)

∇× Ė(x, y, z) = −jωḂ(x, y, z)
∇ · Ḣ(x, y, z) = 0

(32)

The considered situation of the electromagnetic field is magnetoquasistatic field, and the space
displacement current is also considered. The WPT system has two 8 turn 0.1m radius solenoid coils
separated by 0.2m along the z-axis. The figure of the coils is shown in Figure 13(a). The spatial
distribution and distribution of the resistance vector are also presented in Figures 13(a) and (b).
In Figure 13(a), the arrows between two coils are downward, which indicate a resistance tunnel the
same as that in Figure 4(a). In Figure 13(b), the resistance magnitude distribution is similar to that

(a) (b)

Figure 13. The resistance vector (a) direction and (b) distribution of the WPT system via simulation.
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in Figure 4(a). This result shows that the former analyses are correct. In Figure 13(b), there are
many fragments-like parts, which are different from Figure 4(a). This is because the simulation uses
FEM, which needs to mesh the space, resulting in some discontinuous values on the boundaries of the
meshed units. Hence, a smooth function is used in the plotting of the calculated field, which makes
the magnetic or electric fields continuous. However, the postprocessing fields, including the resistance
and reactance distributions, cannot be continuous even when one adopts the smooth function. But the
locally discontinuous boundaries do not influence the whole tendency of the magnitude of the resistance
distribution, which is similar to the distribution shown in Figure 4(a).

To present a more direct view on the comparison of the theoretical calculation and the simulation,
two resistance magnitude curves on the horizontal z-line on z = 0.1 are presented in Figure 14. The
whole tendencies of the two curves are the same, and both the curves appear concave. On the points
x = −0.18, 0, and 0.18, same differences appear. This is because in those regions, the value of the
resistance changes rapidly, and the value rapidly changed region is small. The FEM simulation cannot
always obtain an exact result on those value rapidly changing regions. Hence, the simulation result and
theoretical calculation show difference in those regions. However, we concern the bottom region from
−0.1 to 0.1, which is the resistance tunnel region. The peak value appearing region does not influence
the comparison to the tunnel region. This result proofs the correctness of the theoretical calculation.

Figure 14. The comparison of the resistance curves on z = 0.1 by theoretical calculation and
simulation.

Above all, the simulation conducted by FEM proofs the correctness of the theoretical analysis and
also proofs the existence of the resistance tunnel.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes the spatial impedance of the power transferring space of a WPT system and
discovers that a resistance tunnel exists, which is the main region of the power transferring space.
The spatial impedance is a vector in space and contains a resistance part and a reactance part. The
resistance part and reactance part are also extended to a form of vector. By using the R(x, z) vector
definition, the resistance tunnel of the R(x, z) vector is discovered.

Four factors are analyzed, and it is found that only the current phase difference determines the
existence of the resistance tunnel. The frequency, current magnitude ratio, and coil type only influence
the magnitude and direction of the resistance.

Since WPT system is one of the typical coupling systems in the near field, one can infer that the
resistance tunnel not only exists in the WPT system, but also exists in other coupling coil systems in
the near field.
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